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Fun, meaningfulness
and individuality

We want education to be taken as 
something valued in our society. Our 
vision is based on three basic pillars – 
fun, meaningfulness and individuality. If 
we achieve an individual approach to 
education that makes sense and 
entertains a student, then we will be on 
the path to truly changing the world.

ForClassmates Finance s.r.o.

Evropská 516/10 

160 00 Prague 6

Company Reg. No.: 10852531

www.forclassmates.ioJoin us!

What is our strategy?

What is the financial plan?

More detailed information, including the Whitepaper, can be found at www.forclassmates.io.

Expected costs
2021 – 2027

Expected revenues

An experienced core team with more than 7 years of experience in the field of
education and a team motivated by a reward in the form of dividends

Special pricing policy (free version with ads or paid with extra features) 

Our custom-built call centre for contacting teachers

We will use a translation agency in cooperation with our partner school, 
which teaches in the given language

A special team is created for each subject, consisting of authors, proofreaders, 
graphic designers and content testers, where the majority of the target group 
(students) is represented 

Creating a community of students, teachers and parents communicating and 
collaborating through our educational application

Let’s change
education together!

www.forclassmates.ioVersion 1.2 (27 May 2021)

Become a silent partner in our ForClassmates project 
(formerly ProSpolužáky.cz) and earn high value 

dividends.

™ForClassmates
Humanly by students
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2027

Development (32%)

USD 22.24M

Marketing (24%)

USD 16.48MTrade (14%)

USD 9.67M

Reserve fund (10%)

USD 7.05M

Administration (20%)

USD 14.24M



of the dividend from the distributed profit of 
ForClassmates Finance s.r.o.

USD 4,550 ≈ 0.025%

Dividends from ForClassmates Finance s.r.o. each year+

Access to our private platform for silent partners only+

Preferential right to purchase our crypto tokens at a discounted price+

Preview of accounting documents and copy of annual financial statements+

Annual report each year+

Dividends from an eventual sale of ForClassmates s.r.o.+

What are the investment rounds?

In order to meet the set requirements and achieve the value of our company
ForClassmates s.r.o. at least CZK 10 billion, we need an investment of CZK 1 billion, 
which will be divided into four investment rounds.

USD 5.24MUSD 190K USD 1.71M USD 7.14M USD 10.48M USD 15.24M

1st round 2nd round 3rd round 4th round 5th round 6th round

The model calculation assumes proper fulfilment of the Whitepaper of ForClassmates s.r.o. provided on www.forclassmates.io. The 
model calculation does not guarantee reaching the selected appreciation from the deposit. 

For a shareholder’s contribution of USD 4,550, which is equal to 0.025% of the
share in the distributed profit of ForClassmates Finance s.r.o., you will get an 

aggregate profit share of USD 49,367 before tax in the 7-year horizon.

The information provided relates to ForClassmates s.r.o. and were created on the basis of
the Whitepaper, which is available on the website www.forclassmates.io.

target value of the company

USD 628M

involved teachers

13,900
active users

11M

Our solution

Gamification

A tool for teachers

Interactive videos

Pricing policy

TestsCommunity Student language

Tailor-made

Mobile application

Language versions

CS

PT

ES

FR

ENEN

PLDE

Complete coverage of learning for 
pupils aged 9 to 19 in

What do we want to achieve in the next 5 to 7 years?

USD 1.9M
has already

been invested

180,000
copies

sold

12,383
solved examples

in detail

241
secondary schools

using us for teaching

47
titles in mathematics

and chemistry (CZ, SK)

What have we been able to achieve so far?

35,000
students holding 

our books in hand

Student language

Step by step

QR codes

Clear graphics

Interactive videos and graphs

Examples of practical useWe want to prove that our student language method 
will help today’s way of learning not only in the Czech 
Republic but also abroad.

We have written and published secondary school 
textbooks and workbooks of mathematics and 
chemistry written in an approachable style, so that 
everyone can understand the subject matter. We have 
recently released our own online learning with 
preparation for entrance exams for secondary schools.  

Since 2015, we have been changing the way of teaching 
mathematics and chemistry in a completely unique way, 
using our know-how, which we created as students.

Who are we and what makes us special?

Satisfies educational programs

Mathematics Chemistry Physics

Biology Geography

What do you get as our silent partner?
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